How do I fix “alternative text is more than the maximum allowed characters” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?

Tell Me

If you get this error, an image has alt text that is longer than 100 characters (numbers, letters, and spaces) long. Most commonly, this is caused when an image is added with the Embed Image Button in the Rich Content Editor toolbar and a lengthy description is placed in the Alt text field.

1. View the image that needs the alt text edited by selecting “view the source of this issue.”

2. Click the U FIX IT! Button.

3. You will be provided with a New alt text field where you can enter an up to 100-characters long description. If the image does not add to the content or portray important information, you may mark the image as decorative.
4. Once your description is written, click the **Submit** button and the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT) will apply the changes.
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**Related FAQs**

- How do I fix “headings should contain text” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?
- How do I fix “insufficient text color contrast with the background” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?
- How do I fix “synchronized captions should be provided for prerecorded web-based video” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?
- How do I fix “no row or column scopes declarations found in headers of the table” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?
- How do I fix “no table headers found” error using the Accessibility Checker (UDOIT)?